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Abstract
We prove that three-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills-Chem-Simons theory is
finite to all loop orders. In general this leaves open the possibility that different regularization
methods lead to different finite effective actions. We show that in this model dimensional regularization and regularization by dimensional reduction yield the same effective action. Consequently,
the superfield approach preserves BRS invariance for this model.
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1. Introduction and conclusions
One o f the major unsolved problems in supersymmetry is the supersymmetric regularization of gauge theories. The renormalized effective action that results from using
a particular regularization method and subtraction prescription can be made to satisfy
either the supersymmetry or the gauge Ward identities by adding suitable finite local
counterterms, but then the question arises whether the new renormalized effective action
satisfies the Ward identities of the other symmetry. On algebraic cohomological grounds,
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it has been argued that for certain supersymmetric theories there exist renormalized effective actions which satisfy both sets of identities [ 1 ]. However, this does not tell us
how to actually compute such preferred renormalized actions. In fact, no regularization method for four-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories preserving both gauge
invariance and supersymmetry is known to date.
In this article we study the formulation of a supersymmetric and gauge invariant
regularization method in three dimensions. We consider N = 1 supersymmetric YangMills-Chern-Simons theory, whose classical action
1
S = - - SyM -q'- SCS

m

consists of the sum of the Yang-Mills and the Chern-Simons actions, and study two
regularization methods, ordinary dimensional regularization (or DReG) and regularization by dimensional reduction (or DReD). We are interested in the difference A F =
FDReG [ 0 , K6 ] - F DReD [ ~ , K~ ] of the corresponding effective actions, where ~b stands
for all the fields and K~b for the sources of the fields with non-linear BRS transformations. Since we will show that the theory is finite, the regularized effective actions
F DReG and F DReD a r e also renormalized effective actions and A F is the difference of
two renormalized effective actions. The first regularization method, namely DReG [2],
preserves at all stages the BRS identities corresponding to local gauge invariance. This
is so since, by treating the e-symbol e u~p in the classical Chern-Simons action as purely
three dimensional [3], the kinetic matrix for the gauge field has an inverse in d ~> 3
dimensions and, by using this inverse as gauge propagator, the BRS symmetry is maintained in d dimensions. Unfortunately, because for d v~ 3 the numbers of bosons and
fermions are not equal, even when the Dirac algebra of the Feynman diagrams is performed in d dimensions, DReG does not preserve supersymmetry manifestly. The second
method, regularization by DReD [4], performs the algebra of all Feynman diagrams in
terms of superfields and, only at the end, continues the momentum integrals to d < 3
dimensions. The propagator that DReD uses for the gauge field is constructed with the
d-dimensional (d < 3) momentum pU and the three-dimensional e tzvp a n d g,zv, and is
the inverse of the kinetic term in d < 3 dimensions. However, due to the fact that DReD
only continues the momenta to d < 3, whereas the first d components of the gauge field
transform under BRS transformations in the same way as in the unregularized theory,
the last 3 - d components transform differently. For this reason, DReD does not preserve
BRS invariance at all stages and runs the risk of violating the BRS identities, although it
preserves supersymmetry manifestly. The well-known inconsistency of DReD [5] does
not occur for this model (see Section 3).
Our strategy will be:
(i) To show that the theory is finite to all loops. In fact, by power counting the theory
is only superrenormalizable, since it contains divergences at the one-, two- and
three-loop levels. Hence, to compute radiative corrections, regularization is needed.
We will use dimensional regularization to prove finiteness.
(ii) To use this to prove that the difference A F is proportional to a supersymmetric
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polynomial of the fields and their derivatives with only one free parameter.
(iii) To compute this parameter and to show that it vanishes.
Since the difference A F vanishes, one may use superspace methods to compute loop
corrections while preserving both BRS invariance and supersymmetry. Our results depend critically on the fact that we are in three dimensions, and we make no claims
concerning four-dimensional theories.
We will prove finiteness at one loop by using properties of dimensionally regularized
integrals. At two loops, finiteness follows from the observation that there are no one-loop
subdivergences and that the two-loop effective action/'2DReG satisfies the BRS identity
O F DReG + ( F DReG,F DReG) = 0,

( 1.1 )

so that the divergent part satisfies ~F,
DReG = 0 , where O is the Slavnov-Taylor operv~2,div
ator. Since the divergences in a IPI Green function at k loops are polynomials in the
external momenta with degree equal to or less than the superficial overall UV degree
of divergence O, of the corresponding proper graphs, the most general form of rDReC
12 .div
is 12,div
F,DReG = 7-3 P,a2 [ 0, @, K,¢,], with P'~2 a certain polynomial in the fields, sources and
their derivatives. To determine which terms are possible in P,~2, we need power counting
for the various 1PI diagrams. We will find that no 1PI diagrams with BRS sources
are superficially divergent, but only 1PI diagrams with fields. At one loop we will find
quadratic, linear and logarithmic divergences, while at two loops only linear and logarithmic, and at three loops only logarithmic divergences will remain. In particular, P,a2
will only depend on the component fields in the gauge multiplet. We will show that no
BRS invariant can be constructed out of these components, so that ~DReG
12,div = 0. The same
arguments will prove that the theory is also finite at three and higher loops.
There is a general theorem in quantum field theory [6,7] that states that if two
different r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n (not regularization) schemes yield the same Green functions
up to k - 1 loops, then at k loops they give Green functions that can differ at most by a
local finite polynomial in the external momenta of degree equal to the superficial overall
UV degree of divergence ~k at k loops. To go from the regularized to the renormalized
Green function at k loops, one must in general subtract the k-loop divergences. Given
that in our case the theory is finite, and provided the regularized DReG and DReD
expressions for the Green functions are identical at k - 1 loops, it follows that at k loops
they can differ at most by a local finite polynomial in the external momenta. Using
properties of dimensionally regularized integrals, we will show that DReG and DReD
give the same expressions for all Green functions at one loop, so AFI = 0. Then, the
difference A F 2 at two loops will be
FDReG -- /r'DReD = P~b2[69,I/t, K~b] ,

(1.2)

with the same polynomial P,~2 that comes out in the analysis of finiteness. We already
know that/-DReG satisfies the BRS identity (1.1). As for/,DReD, since DReD manifestly
preserves supersymmetry, it satisfies the supersymmetry Ward identity
t~FDReD -- 0,

(1.3)
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where t~ is the supersymmetry generator. Acting with t~ on Eq. (1.1), using Eqs. (1.2)
and (1.3), noting that [O, t~] = 0 and recalling that AF1 = 0, leads to O6Pco2 = 0

As already mentioned, power counting implies that the terms allowed in P~,2 depend only
on the component fields of the gauge multiplet. Hence, 8P~ 2 is a finite local functional
of such fields. We will show (i) that it is not possible to construct a BRS invariant from
these ingredients, so that t~P~2 = 0, and (ii) that the only supersymmetric invariant one
can construct from P~2 is

p;~sy = a m / d 3 x

d20 Fa~ F~,,
~

(1.4)

with F~ the basic spinor superfield containing the gauge multiplet and a a constant.
Finally, we compute a and obtain zero. The same arguments as at two loops imply that
the difference A F also vanishes at three and higher loops, except that in this case there
is not even a derivative in P~3 so that no supersymmetric invariant can be constructed.
Hence, P~3 -- 0.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our notation and write
the classical action and the BRS and supersymmetry transformations in superfields
and components. We need the component expressions since ordinary DReG can not be
formulated in terms of superfields. To have a supersymmetric gauge-fixed classical action
we will work in the supersymmetric Landau gauge, which although linearly realized in
terms of the superfield F~ will give non-linear gauge conditions for the components of
the gauge multiplet. In Section 3 we define DReG and explain how to handle the e ~'~p in
the classical action. We also briefly recall some elements of DReD. Section 4 contains
our proof of perturbative finiteness, and Section 5 the proof that DReG and DReD yield
the same expression for the effective action. Section 6 contains some further remarks.

2. Classical action, gauge-fixing and power counting
We will work in Minkowski space-time with metric g~,~ = diag ( - , + , + ) and completely antisymmetric tensor E/z~p defined by E°12 = 1. We recall that in three dimensions
the Lorentz algebra can be realized as s o ( 1 , 2 ) or as sl(2, ~ ) , and that the fundamental
representation has dimension two and acts on real Majorana spinors ~". Spinor indices
will be denoted by Greek letters a,/3 . . . . and will be raised and lowered with the
rank-two antisymmetric tensors e ~ and e,~ and the northwest-southeast convention.
That is, ~b~ = 6~/~b~ and ~b~ = ~e~,~. We define E~t~ by E12 = 1, which together
with our contraction convention implies that e 12 = 1. In this paper we will consider
N = l supersymmetry, so all our spinors will be Majorana. The vector representation of
the Lorentz group has dimension three and acts on real vectors. A vector v admits an
so( !, 2) realization as a space-time vector v ~ and an sl(2, N) realization as a symmetric
rank-two tensor v ~ . To go from one to the other we use the Dirac gamma matrices y~,:
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The Dirac gamma matrices 9,u satisfy {9,~, 9,~} = 2g ~ and have spinor indices (9,u)~.
When necessary, we will use the real representation 9,0 = -i0- 2, 9,' = o -1, 9,2 = 0.3. The
charge conjugate of a spinor ~4 is defined by ~# = ~/,4C4#, with C~# = - i e 4 ~ the charge
conjugation matrix• By definition, C satisfies C = - C r and (C9,~') r = Cy u. Finally, we
recall that in three dimensions the matrices {1, 9,~} form a basis of the Clifford algebra
and that given four spinors ¢i (i = 1,2, 3,4) the Fierz identity takes the form

(~I M~b2)(IP3N~b4)

1

=

--~ [ (~IMN~/'4)(~3~/'2) + (~IMg,gN~,/'4)(~39,~z~2)] •

Our conventionsfor superfieldsare as follows. Superspaceis parameterizedby three
real space-timecoordinatesx4~ and two real anticommutingMajorana spinorcoordinates
04. Space-timederivativesare denotedby a4Z - (9,~)4~Ou' ordinaryspinor derivatives
by 34 and spinor superderivativesby Da = 34 + i 0~0~,~. Useful identities to project
onto components are {D4, D~} = 2ic94/9, IDa, D/3] = - e a ~ D 2 and D ~ D 4 D B = 0. From
{04, 0 #} = 6 ~ and [04#, x r8 ] = - ½ ( 6 ~ 6 ~ + 6 ~ 6 ~ ) , it follows that 04 is real and that
0a~ is imaginary, so that D4 is real• As for the measure in superspace, we note that d3x
is real and d20 -- - 2 dOIdO 2 = D 2 imaginary. Under a supersymmetry transformation,
6x4/3 = a4t ~ _ 2i e(40 t~) ,

60 a = e 4 ,

where a 4~ is a real commuting constant, e(40 t~) = ½ (e40 t~ + eta04), and e 4 is an
anticommuting constant Majorana spinor. The supercharge Q4 is Q4 = 04 - i O#Ot~4.
As usual, a superfield , g ( x , O ) transforms linearly under the action of the supercharge:
6q/ = e4 Q4 q".

2.1. Superfield classical action

We assume the gauge algebra to be a real, compact, semi-simple Lie algebra, so
that the structure constants f~bc can be taken completely anti-symmetric without loss
of generality• The real gauge field A~# is part of a vector supermultiplet described by
a Majorana spinor gauge potential F~ [8]• Besides Aa~#, the supermultiplet contains a
real scalar field H a and two anticommuting Majorana spinors X a and A~. The superfield
F~ defines a real vector gauge potential F 4#
a and an imaginary spinor field strength W~
through the expressions
F~/9 = D(4Fa#) + 2 fabc
W~ = D B D 4 F ~

,

+ if abcr ~ ' D , r c _ 3 ab~fcde Fb/3 F~ Fee

The reality of Fa# follows from writing D4Fa# as {D4, F~} and using that D4 is real.
As a check on the coefficients in W~, one may verify that the Bianchi identity x74Wa = 0
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Table 1
Mass dimension, ghost number and Grassmann grading (A = anticommuting, C = commuting) of component
fields
Field

Xa

Ha

Z'~l3

ha

ha(

Mass dim.
Ghost no.
Grassmann grad.

1/2
0
A

1
0
C

1
0
C

3/2
0
A

I
0
C

a

h"

ca

q~

oJ"

~:. . . . .

~'a

&a

3/2
0
A

2
0
C

1/2
1
A

1
I
C

3/2
1
A

1/2
- 1
A

1
- 1
C

3/2
- 1
A

is satisfied. In terms of F~, F~t ~ and W~, the components of the gauge multiplet are
given by

x~ = r ~ l ,

n " = -~D
1 ,~v .a ,

a
A.e=rgel,

ag =-~i wgl,

(2.1)

where the vertical bar denotes projection onto 0 '~ -- 0 and the numerical factors have
been adjusted so that the Yang-Mills and Chern-Simons component actions have the
standard form [see Eqs. ( 2 . 1 2 ) - ( 2 . 1 3 ) ] . We take F~ to have mass dimension 1/2, so
that using that 0 '~ has mass dimension - 1 / 2 , the components have mass dimensions as
in Table 1.
The classical N = 1 Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons action has the form [8]
S :

LSyM

-Jr- S c s ,

D1

where

'/

SyMScs=

32g2

•

d3xd20 W a ~ a,

' - [d3xd20
16g 2 J

(2.2)

[ (D"F"~)(D~F2)+ T2i fa,,c r.~rb~(oer~)

- g 1 f,,I,cfcde Fa,, -r.a~ .rd
, , / ~r,"
j]

(2.3)

are the Yang-Mills and Chern-Simons actions, m is a parameter with dimensions of
mass and g is a dimensionless coupling constant. Both SyM and Scs are invariant under
gauge transformations 6aF~ = (VM'2) a, where ~7~a = 6abD,~ + ifacb [c is the spinor
covariant derivative and $'2a is an arbitrary real scalar superfield, and under supersymmetry transformations 6F,~ = e~Qt3Fg. To fix the gauge, we impose the supersymmetric
Landau condition

D"F'~ = 0.

(2.4)

The Faddeev-Popov procedure then adds to the classical action a contribution

SGV -- ~

d3xd20 Ba(D~F2) +ida(D~V~C)" ,

(2.5)

with B a a real commuting Lagrange multiplier superfield of mass dimension 1 imposing
the condition D~F~ = 0, and ~a and C a real anticommuting antighost and ghost
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Table 2
Mass dimension, ghost number and Grassmann grading of external sources
External source

Ka

Ga

K~#
a

~

l

ga

%a

La

Mass dim.
Ghost no.
Grassmann grad.

1
- 1
C

3/2
- 1
A

3/2
- I
A

2
- 1
C

1
-2
C

3/2
-2
A

2
-2
C

superfields of mass dimension 1/2. After gauge fixing, gauge invariance is replaced by
BRS invariance. To obtain the BRS variation, we replace the gauge parameter S'2" with
-irlC a and •a with r/s, where r/is a Grassmann constant, C a is the ghost superfield and
s is the BRS operator. This and the requirement of nilpotency for s gives the following
BRS transformations:

s F a ~ = i ( v . C ) a,

sB a=O,

s ~ a = B a,

s C a = _ _ 2 1 F b c c b c c. (2.6)

It can easily be checked that s leaves SyM, Scs and SGF invariant. We note that [s, ~] = 0
because they act in different spaces. We define the field components of B a, C a and (~a
through the projections (see Table 1 for their mass dimension and Grassmann grading)
ba = B a l ,

ca = f a l ,

aa = ~ a l ,

(~ = iO~Bal,

q~ = O . C a] ,

q~^a = o ~ a ] '

i 2 a
ha = - 2 D B t

i
~°a = - ~ O2Cal
'

i

&a =
~

--2

(2.7)

D2¢. I
"

With the purpose of studying BRS invariance at the quantum level, we introduce commuting external supersources K~." and K~ coupled to the non-linear BRS transforms
sF~ and sCa :

SEs= ~i f d 3 x d 2 0 ( 1

~ K aa
r sFa~ - K~ s C a ) .

(2.8)

We define the components of K? ~ and K~ by the projections

a

K~

"-~

K,,o 1 " I '

ga=K~l

Ga = _iD.K.
2
,~r[,
Ka~l~ = i D(~Ka~) rl

,,

% =

iD~K~I

,

L a = _/r~2u-a I
,

2 ~"

(2.9)

"~cb,

i D#D~K;rl
from which the mass dimensions and Grassmann gradings in Table 2 follow.
All in all, we take as starting point the tree-level action
F0 = LSyM

m

+Scs

--}- SGF -1- SES.

(2.10)
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Table 3
1PI superficially divergent super-diagrams for F0
External lines

1 loop

2 loops

1,2
1,3

6~=1
~ =0

rb=0

1,4

Superpower counting for F0 gives a finite number of superficially divergent 1PI diagrams, namely those in Table 3, where 6~ denotes the overall superficial UV degree of
divergence. This shows that the theory is superrenormalizable. We remark that there are
no superficially divergent diagrams with either ghosts C a, C~ or sources K~.'~, KS as
external lines. The connected generating functional W[J~,, K~] is given by

exp{iW[Jq,,Kc,]}=/H[d~]exp{i(l'o[Ku~]+/d3xd2Oj~,~)},
where we have introduced external sources J~, = J~.", J~, J~, Jc for the fields ~ " =
/-~, B ~, C'", C ~ and used the notation K~ = K]~, KS for the sources coupled to the
non-linear BRS transforms. Performing a BRS change of variables under the integral,
using that there are no BRS anomalies 3 and defining the effective action/'[~/', K~] as
the Legendre transform [9] of W[Jq,, K,p], we find the BRS identity

f d3xd20( ~faa 8F + ac,
8F, 8F + Ba 8~a) = o.

(2.11 )

To regularize and renormalize the theory, one can think of using regularization by DReD
[4]. This keeps the advantages of the superfield formalism. However, there is no a priori
reason why the resulting effective action should satisfy the BRS identity (2.11), since
DReD is not manifestly BRS invariant.

2.2. Component classical action
To use ordinary DReG, we turn now to the component formalism. Using Eqs. (2.1),
(2.7) and (2.9), it is not difficult to see that in terms of component fields SyM, Scs, S~F
and SES take the form
SyM = ~'~

d3x - ~-,uu-

l/ [

SCS =~5

_ "2 ~a(~f),~)a ,

d3x eu~° {/1~ A uaG A pa + !f,,bCAaahAc"
6 ~ - u - ~ - p I~

S6F = / {d3x

(2.12)

~aAa],

(2.13)

-

_ baOuVa. _ (0~0.) (3uc ~ + fabc V2c c _ t•-abc -b

c'~

3 Absence of BRS anomalies follows from the fact that DReG preserves BRS invariance in n dimensions for
our model (see Section 3). In four-dimensional chiral gauge theories, this is not the case.
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1,hb c
_ ~ a A a _ ~a ~q~a + f a b c ( i a b c c + ~i / i z x b OizCc + -27
--~nb~oc+2xbo)c)]-hana+coa(eoa+fabCHbcC-i

fabcf(bqf)}
(2.14)

(2.15)

Here F ~ = 8 ~ A ~ - v~,.~,
aa _~
_ rabcab,.~,.~ac and D uab = 3ab ol~ "~-jfacbAc~ denote the field strength
and the covariant derivative, and V~ and As are given by

V; -- Aua + ~! fabc f(b ~/tx x c ,

(2.16)

1 fabc HbxC _ ~_~ fabc fcde .ytzxb (~(dylzxe) .
A a = A s + ¢~X a + ~1 F bc ¢{bxc -- -~
(2.17)
The fields V~ and A a have a very simple expression as superfield projections:

v~ra# = D(,,Fa~)],

t

a a = 2D,,D

~ a

Ft~].

The BRS and supersymmetry transformation laws for the components are obtained
from the BRS and supersymmetry transformation laws for the superfields and the definition of components as projections. After some algebra, we obtain
F a : s X a = iq~a - fabcXbcc

B a : sb a = 0

sAau = ( D u c ) a
s H a = e° a + fabCHbcC

s( a = 0
-

~i

fabc~(b~oc

sh a = 0

sA~ = _ f~b%~%c
~

: S~ = b a

C a : sca = - ~ 1 fabcCbcc

s~ a = i( a

s~oa = fabc q~bcC

s~)a =. h a

so)a = _ fabc eob cc _ ~ fabc ~ob~oc

for the BRS transformations, and
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F~ : 8 X a = }~% - Hae

B a : 8b a = _~a~

8A"# = g y u h a + g ( D u x ) a

8¢" = ha8 - ~ bae

8Ha = - g a ~

8ha = g d ( a

1 r u r . FL
a

aa a=-

+ fabcAb(5(ce)

O a: 6e a = i } ' ' e

ca:

8ca=i~ae

8~ba = - i J ea e + i ?oae

8~#' = - i ~ ca e + i wa e

8Coa = i e J ¢ a

8oaa = i g ¢ ~oa

K]." : sKa = i ~a e + i Ga e

K~ : Sga = gr a

8G a = i e J K a + i & r "

8r a = iJg% - iL~e

8K~ = i e a , Ka + i gel, o-"

aL" = g J r "

80-"

i

for the supersymmetry transformations. To understand the gauge (2.4) in terms of
components, it is convenient to recast SoF in Eq. (2.5) as
SoF = / d 3 x s ( - ea Ou V ~I* + i ~baAa - CoaHa) .

It then becomes clear that Soy imposes the conditions
Ou V "~ = O,

A a = O,

Ha = 0

(2.18)

through the Lagrange multipliers b ~, (a, h a, and that associated with these conditions
there are ghost-antighost pairs ( c a , e " ) , (~oa, ~ba), (¢o", &a). AS a check, one may verify
that the conditions (2.18) are invariant under the component supersymmetry transformation laws given above. BRS and supersymmetry invariance for SyM and Scs written
in components is straightforward to check. As regards SOF and Ses, BRS invariance is
trivial and supersymmetry invariance is easily verified if one uses [s,8] = 0 and the
supersymmetry transformations for V~ and A a :
1
8Y;' = ~yuAa - - ~ ( y u y .

- y ~ y l . ) O" X a ,

6A~' = ova~ - JH"~.

Introducing real external sources J~, for the fields ¢~ = X a, V~,, H a, A", b ~, (~, h ~,
c", q~", w a, e a, ~ba, &a, denoting by K,~ the external sources for the non-linear BRS
transforms sob" ((a a = x a, V~', H a, A a, c a, ~oa, w a) and following Zinn-Justin [9], it
is straightforward to see that the effective action F = F[ff, K6 ] generating 1PI Green
functions of the fields ~pa and the sources K,~ satisfies the BRS identity
/

(~

8F
cP g8A6
8-=
:F- + a

F + h g-d
8 F ) =0.
+ - S--:

<2.19)
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We remark that F generates 1PI Green functions for the fields Vfl and Aa and not for the
elementary fields A~, and a a. This is due to the fact that SES in Eq. (2.15) introduces
external sources for the BRS variations of k~ and A a, and not for those of A~, and a a.
To end up with a BRS identity for an effective action F ' generating 1PI Green functions
for the fields A~ and a a, we must replace SES with

S~s=/d3x [ikasAa+KasAa+GasHa+igrasxa+gaswa+i~sq~a+ Lasca].
The problem is then that

r~ = L SyM -{--Scs q- SGF -{- ~ES
m
is not what results from projecting onto components the classical action F0 written in
terms of superfields, so we will not be concerned with the effective action F ' built upon
F~. Coming back to the BRS identity (2.19) and the effective action F, we will need
later the explicit form of this identity at one, two and three loops. To obtain it, we write
for F a loop expansion
OO

F = E hk Fk
k--0
and substitute it into Eq. (2.19). This yields

OF~ = 0,
f
6F1
e o + d3x Z
s49 68F1
~ - o,

(2.20)
(2.21)

6Fj 8F2 + - 61"2
8FI'~ =0
OF3 q- f d 3 x ~ - - . , _ _

(2.22)

where

(6Fo 6

--~

+b

+i~

+h

(2.23)

is the Slavnov-Taylor operator. The operator O satisfies 0 2 = 0 and [O,a] = 0, a
property that we will use in Section 5.
We have two different bases of fields and sources. On the one hand, there is the basis
formed by BVA = {V~, A~, g a..... K~u, R~, R x . . . . }, and on the other hand, there is
the basis formed by ]~aa. {A~,
. . 1~a,
. X. a,
KOA
~*, ~ , K-ax, . . .}. We are interested in the
effective action for the fields and sources in the first basis because that is the effective
action which is supersymmetric at tree level. To actually compute it, we could use
Feynman rules for the elements of/3va. However, this way to proceed is not convenient,
since the Feynman rules for the Yang-Mills and Chern-Simons actions SyM and Scs
are very complicated in terms of V~ and Aa. Therefore, we will use the Feynman rules
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Table 4
1PI superficially divergent diagrams for 1"0
External lines
XX
.'~2
x2A

A2
XX H

AH
(X2) 2

H2

xAA
(XX) (X 7i)
(X2)2A

x~.H
XX A2
(x2)ZH

A3
XX AH
(X2) 3

A2H
XX H2

AH 2

1 loop

2 loops

3 loops

o5=2

6~=1

~=0

¢b = 1

go = 0

H3

for AT, and ,t a, and treat V~ and A as composite fields. Ordinary power counting for
F0 shows that the theory is superrenormalizable, with only the 1PI diagrams in Table 4
being superficially divergent. We note that there are no superficially divergent diagrams
with external sources as external lines. Let us consider a 1PI diagram with A~ and/or
,t u external lines, and let us denote its superficial UV degree of divergence by ~. Then
it is straightforward to see that the diagrams that result from replacing one or more
of the external A~-lines w i t h fabcf(b'yuxc and one or more of the external Aa-lines
with fabcc~bXC, fabcHbxC or fabcfcdeyUxb(f(dyuXe) all have superficial UV degree of
divergence strictly less than 6~. This is very simple to see for the fields A~ and V~,
since A~ couples with a derivative to two other fields A~ and to a ghost-antighost pair
dacb, while fabcf(bygxc only couples to two other fields X a without any derivative.
For A" and A", replacing A by f~Xa does not introduce worse divergences since the
couplings with one external X a are already taken into account in Table 4. Replacing Aa
b y f a b c f ~ b x c , fabcHbxc or f a b c f c d e ~ / u x b ( f ( d T l z X e) requires some more analysis, but
as can easily be checked does not lead to worse divergences. All in all, regarding V~
and A a as composite fields does not worsen power counting.

3. Dimensional regularization, et,~p and BRS invariance

3.1. Dimensional regularization
Due to the presence of eu~ p in the Chern-Simons action, DReG is not straightforward.
To incorporate eu~p into the framework of DReG, we follow Ref. [ 3] and use the H V B M
prescription for parity-violating objects, originally introduced by 't Hooft and Veltman
[2] and systematized by Breitenlohner and Maison [10]. The H V B M prescription
defines eup~ in n >~ 3 integer dimensions as a completely antisymmetric object in its
indices satisfying the relations [ 10]
e/zl~2u3 eut~,2~,~ = Z ( _
P

1 )Iel 6/Z1/)P1~6/tt2PP2~6//~3/.,p30

,

~/ttl/.t21.~3~
t3//'4 = 0 ,

(3.1)
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where all indices run from 0 to n - 1, the sum is extended over all permutations
( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ~ ( P 1 , P 2 , P3), IP[ is the order of the permutation P, guy is the metric on
R n, and ~u~ and ~,~ are its projections onto •3 and ~n-3. In other words, e ~'~p is treated
as a three-dimensional object. In what follows, we will regard objects with tildes and
hats as projections onto IR3 and R "-3, respectively. That is,/Tu = ~u~p ~, ~2 = ~u~pUpV,
etc. Hatted objects vanish at n = 3 and are usually called evanescent in the literature.
We remark that the HVBM definition of e ~''p outside three dimensions is the only
algebraically consistent one known to date [ 11 ].
Once we have an algebraically consistent definition for e u~t' in n dimensions, we
dimensionally regularize the theory as follows [ 3]:
(i) First, we extend the Feynman rules from three dimensions to n dimensions.
(ii) Next we construct n-dimensional IPI diagrams and use the techniques of [2,12]
to continue n to complex values d. This replaces every three-dimensional 1PI
diagram in the original theory with a dimensionally regularized diagram defined
in terms of dimensionally regularized integrals. It must be emphasized that, when
continuing n from integer to complex values, the quantities p2, p~,, guy and e ~p
cease to have meaning as scalars, vectors and tensors and are defined only through
their algebraic relations [ 10].
(iii) Finally, we compute the dimensionally regularized integrals entering in a dimensionally regularized Feynman diagram and analytically continue the result to d = 3.
This defines the value of the dimensionally regularized 1PI diagrams. As usual,
computation of dimensionally regularized integrals entails a Wick rotation to euclidean momentum space.
The extension of the Feynman rules from three to n dimensions is obtained as in
QCD, except the propagator of the gauge field, which deserves some attention. In three
dimensions, the quadratic part of the action in A~ and ba has in momentum space the
form
1

f
J

d3p

[A;(p)

+

where

K°~(P) = -~1 [ -eP°'~P~ + -mi (p2gp~_ p p p . )1 .
This defines the kinetic matrix of A~ and b" as

T(p) =

( KPU(P)
pZ,

-P p )
0
"

(3.2)

Inverting T ( p ) in three dimensions, we obtain the three-dimensional propagators for the
fields A~ and b'~, namely

( Aau(p) Ab(--P) ~(3)
,o = bat, D~v(p)
and

(3.3)
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Fig. 1. The BRS breaking for DReG based on the propagator

aG(pe).

The arguments in Ref. [ 10] then imply that the BRS identity for a dimensionally
regularized 1PI Green function G(pe) ~ G(pl ..... PE) computed with the propagator
D~(p) contains an extra BRS-violating term which arises because the evanescent
contribution

2 / dnxdny Aau(x)B~(x- y) Aa(y)

(3.6)

to the action is not BRS invariant. Indeed, the BRS variation of (3.6) produces an
abc(p, q) = fabc[Buy (p) _ B~u (q) ] in the dimensionally regularized
evanescent vertex Ou~
perturbation series for G(pe). Formally, the breaking can be written as

dG(pe)=ldim3[G(pe)J'ddpddqfabcaa,u(--p)B~V(p)ab(q)cC(p--q) ] ,
D
(3.7)
where [ . . . ] denotes 1PI and the subscript D refers to the propagator Du~(p). Pictorially,
the vertex _0 ~abc
. . (. .n q) is depicted in Fig. la and the breaking in Fig. lb. Note that the
difference between d ~ (p) and D~v(p) is again a purely evanescent object, since

A~(p) = D~v(p) + Ru~(p)

(3.8)

and

g2m3

Ru,(p)

= - (p2 _ i0)2 +

[

132

m2p2

x p2(p2 + m 2 _ iO)

(me~o~,pP+ip2gu~,+ im2
"~
~PuPv)

+p-T -io
vanishes at n = 3. The identity (3.8) will be used in the next section. It is very important
to note that A~(p) and Du~(p) have both UV degree - 2 , whereas R,~(p) has UV
degree - 4 . As concerns IR power counting, A~,(p) and R~(p) have IR degree - 2 ,
and D~(p) has IR degree - 1 .
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3.2. Regularization by dimensional reduction

Let us very briefly recall the basics of regularization by DReD. In the original formulation of DReD [4], all the fields and matrices are kept three-dimensional, so that
the Dirac algebra of the Feynman diagrams is performed in three dimensions. The momenta however are continued in the sense of ordinary DReG to d < 3. This way to
proceed manifestly preserves supersymmetry since the Dirac algebra is performed in
three dimensions and thus Fierz identities remain valid.
The kinetic matrix that results from DReD's prescription is the same as T ( p ) in
Eq. (3.2), where now eu~ p and gu~ are three dimensional and pU is d-dimensional
(d < 3). The propagator for the gauge field that results from inverting this matrix has
the form in Eq. (3.4), where again c a , p and gu~ are three dimensional and pU is ddimensional (d < 3). The fact that the DReD propagator for the gauge field corresponds
to the inverse of the kinetic matrix, however, is not enough to secure BRS invariance,
since the BRS transformations are not the same as for the unregularized theory. Indeed,
whereas the first d < 3 components of the gauge field have the same BRS transformation
law as the gauge field in the unregularized theory, namely sA~ = ( D u c ) a, the last 3 - d
components transform as sA~ = f ,,beA ub c .c Hence the Ward identity corresponding to
this DReD BRS transformation is not the same as the BRS identity for the unregularized
theory. In this sense, we say that DReD does not manifestly preserve BRS invariance. It
may happen that at the end of all calculations, once the limit d --~ 3 has been taken, all
effects due to the splitting of the gauge field into d and 3 - d components go away, but
this is not what is meant by manifest BRS invariance. As a matter of fact, in this paper
we are going to show that indeed DReD's splitting does not modify the BRS identities
when the limit d --~ 3 is taken.
As is well known, DReD is algebraically inconsistent because different contractions
of three or more e ~ p factors yield different results in d < 3 dimensions [5]. However,
in our model, this inconsistency is absent since the contributions with three or more
factors e u~p are finite by power counting, due to the fact that for large momenta the
Yang-Mills action gives the dominant contribution.

4. Perturbative finiteness
In what follows we prove that all dimensionally regularized 1PI Green functions of
the fields ~pa and the sources K~ are finite to all orders in perturbation theory, meaning
that no poles arise in them when the regulator d is taken to 3. Before presenting the
proof, let us recall the following property of dimensionally regularized integrals, due to
Speer [13]. Consider the dimensionally regularized integral
f ddq
lu,...uu(pe,m,d) =J(2-~d

q/z1 • •. q/zN
1-Ir,s(Q2r)n, (Q2 + m 2 ) n , ,

(4.1)
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where Q~ and Q~ are linear combinations of the loop momentum qU and the external momenta pe~, and nr and ns are non-negative integers. Then analytic continuation
of l~...~u(pe,m,d) to d --~ no, with no odd, does not produce poles, even though
lm...~N (Pe, m, d) might not be finite by power counting at d = no. We call dimensionally regularized integrals of this type Speer integrals. It is important to note that the
denominator in the integrand in Eq. (4.1) is Lorentz covariant. Hence, dimensionally
regularized integrals with factors in the denominator of the type p4 + m2/~2 arising from
internal gauge lines are not of Speer type. Let us now proceed with the proof.

4.1. One loop
We recall from Section 2 that superficially divergent one-loop 1PI diagrams for component fields have & = 0, l, 2. Furthermore, some very simple power counting show
that all 1PI one-loop diagrams have IR degree to ~> 1. Let us consider a superficially
divergent one-loop 1PI diagram and call D ( d ) to the corresponding dimensionally regularized diagram. If the diagram does not have internal gauge lines, D ( d ) is made of
dimensionally regularized integrals of Speer type and hence does not give rise to poles
as d -~ 3. So we only have to consider superficially divergent diagrams with internal
gauge lines. We distinguish two cases: & = 2 and 6~ = 0, 1.
Case & = 2. The only one-loop IPI diagrams with 69 = 2 are the xaf( b self-energy
graphs. It is easy to see from Eq. (2.14) that there are no such graphs with internal
gauge lines.
Case & = 0, 1. Using for the propagator of each gauge line the decomposition in
Eq. (3.8), we write D ( d ) as the sum of two contributions: D ( d ) = D o ( d ) + DR(d).
The first one, D o ( d ) , arises from replacing every propagator Au~(p) with Du~(p) and
is of Speer type. The second one, DR(d), contains contributions with one or more Ru~
and is not of Speer type. Since the original diagram had & ~< 1 and to ~> 1, and every
Ru~ decreases t5 by two units and leaves to unchanged, DR is made of dimensionally
regularized integrals which are finite at d = 3 and which are at least linear in ~u~ :
~,~,,~,

. .

. guu~N
^
f

q~ " "q~'~
,
ddqI~r.s,,(Q2r)n~(Q2 s + m2)n~(Q 4 + mZO_t2)n,

N >~ 1.

(4.2)

Integrals of this type vanish as d ~ 3 [12]. Thus DR(d) ~ 0 as d ~ 3 and in this
limit we are left only with the Speer-type contribution Do (d), which does not generate
poles.
To prove one-loop finiteness, it would have been enough to consider DReD instead of
DReG and use that all one-loop dimensionally regularized integrals arising from DReD
are of Speer type, hence free of poles as d ~ 3. This would have avoided the discussion
on evanescent contributions. However, DReD and supersymmetry do not by themselves
imply finiteness at higher loops, whereas DReG and BRS invariance do (see below).
Note that we have not only proved one-loop finiteness but also that to compute
the limit of physical interest d ---+ 3 we can replace the propagator Au~(p) with the
propagator Du~(p). Furthermore, since D~,~(p) generates Speer integrals and these do
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not give rise to poles as d ~ 3, we can equally well perform the Lorentz algebra of the
Feynman diagrams directly in three dimensions. So, all in all, DReG and DReD give
the same one-loop Green functions.

4.2. Higher loops
At two loops we proceed differently since Speer's result only holds at one loop. Let
us assume that there are divergences at two loops when d ---, 3. Then the two-loop
correction F2DReG to the effective action will consist in the limit d --~ 3 of a divergent
part rDReC
2,fin " Since F DReG satisfies the BRS identity (2.21) and
--2,div and a finite p a r t ,r'DReG
NIF'DReG
ElDReG is finite, the divergent part --2,divF'DReGsatisfies the equation v--2,di
v = 0. Because 1PI
Feynman diagrams involving external sources are finite by power counting and there
are no one-loop subdivergences, F'DReG
--2,div does not depend on the external sources and
_,~DRe6
=
0, with s the BRS operator. We recall from Table 4
/~F'DReG
=
0
reduces
to
'~12,div
v--2,div
that all two-loop superficially divergent lPI diagrams with A~ and Aa external lines have
~b = 0. Hence the most general form of rDReG
--2,div compatible with power counting is
FDReG _

2,div

1

d - 3

P&2 ,

where P~2 is given by

P~ = m f d3x [tel m f(a x a + a2 f(a ~ x a q- a3 xa /~a + te4 AaA a + as H~ H ~
-Fa6 f"bcf(a~t'xC + ~7 f abcf cde ( X- . Y u X b ) ( ) f Y u X e )]

(4.3)

and a l , . . . , a7 are numerical coefficients. In writing the expression for --2,divrDReGwe have
used that two-loop contributions to 1PI Green functions arising from evanescent operators
Ruv(p) are finite by power counting and therefore free of poles. The terms in P~2
correspond to all Lorentz invariant two-loop divergences that can be constructed from
Table 4 with (.o2 derivatives. The equation 312,di
v-roReG = 0 is an equation in the coefficients
c~i, whose only solution is ai = 0. This implies rDReO
--2,div = 0 and proves finiteness at two
loops.
The proof at three loops is analogous. In this case, the would-be three-loop divergent
contribution FDReG
J3,div to the effective action has the form
f , DReG
a m 2 .i
3.div -- ~
d3x 2 " x "

rOReG = 0. At higher
and satisfies the equation ~rDReC
v--3,div = 0, whose only solution is --3,div
loops finiteness is trivial, since there are no subdivergences and all 1PI are superficially
convergent. Since all 1PI Green functions for the elementary fields are finite to all orders
in perturbation theory, we conclude that the beta functions of g and rn and the anomalous
dimensions of the elementary fields vanish to all orders in perturbation theory.
Let us finally see why DReD and supersymmetry do not imply finiteness at two,
hence at higher loops. Suppose we use DReD, instead of DReG. Since it preserves
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supersymmetry, the divergent part rDReD
~ 2 , d i v of the resulting two-loop effective action must
be supersymmetric. In other words, it should have the form --2,divr'DReD= ~Z--3"l
psusy~2' with
susy
P~,2 a supersymmetry invariant. From P~,2 in Eq. (4.3) above one can construct the
supersymmetry invariant
psusyc~2 = a m

d 3 x [ ~1 2 a ¢'X a + ,~ aAa q- A a A a - H a H a

418 f a b c f cae(f(ay~Zxb ) (,~aT~xe) ] ,

(4.4)

with o~ an arbitrary numerical coefficient. Hence, supersymmetry by itself does not prove
finiteness. This is why we have used DReG and BRS invariance.

5. The effective action
Since the theory is finite, every regularization method defines a renormalization
scheme. Let us consider the following two renormalization schemes: scheme RDReC
uses as regulator DReG and performs no subtractions, and scheme RDReD uses DReD
and performs no subtractions. We want to prove that the difference 4 F = F DReG - F b R e D
between the corresponding effective actions is zero. We have already seen in Section 4
that this is indeed the case at one loop. So let us consider the two-loop case.
According to general results from renormalization theory [6,10], the difference AF2
at two loops can at most have the form (1.2), with P~2 as in Eq. (4.3). Since DReG
preserves BRS invariance manifestly, F DRec satisfies the BRS identity at two loops
(2.21). Substituting Eq. (1.2) in Eq. (2.21), acting from the left with the supersymmetry
generator 8 and using F DReG = F DReD and [O, t~] = 0, we obtain ~ 9 8 P ¢ 2 = 0. Since P~2
does not depend on external sources and 8 acting on the components of the gauge
multiplet does not produce external sources, 8P,~2 is independent of external sources.
Therefore the equation 6)8Pco2 = 0 reduces to sSPc~2 = 0, which is an equation for
the coefficients ai, s being the BRS operator. Since 8P~2 depends polynomially on
the components of the gauge multiplet and their derivatives and has an overall factor
of m, any non-trivial 8P,~2 satisfying st~P~2 = 0 should be m times a BRS invariant
of mass dimension two. However, there are no such invariants. Hence, 8P¢ 2 = 0. The
only supersymmetry invariant that can be formed from P¢2 is ps~sy, which in terms of
superfields takes the form in Eq. (1.4). At this point we have exhausted all information
given by BRS symmetry and supersymmetry. The only way left to determine the value
of the coefficient ce in p susy is to compute it using Feynman diagrams. We do this below
and find that a = 0.
At three loops, the difference AF3 is
d F 3 = ce m 2

f d3x~(axa

I

Since AF3 is not BRS invariant, nor supersymmetric, the same arguments as used at the
two-loop level are now powerful enough to conclude that a = 0 without the need of any
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2. Two-loop 1P1 topologiesfor the proper Green function HH.
explicit computation. At higher loops, the difference A F vanishes since at one, two and
three loops it vanishes and there are no overall divergences by power counting.
We are left with the computation of the coefficient m To calculate it, it is enough to
evaluate the difference between the contributions from DReG and DReD to one of the
five proper functions in Eq. (4.4). The simplest case to compute is the self-energy of
the field H a. The vertices with an H are
H(X ,

H~b~o ,

H?oc ,

H~XC .

Using these vertices, one can construct two-loop 1PI diagrams with the six topologies in
Fig. 2. In fact, no graphs with the topology of Fig. 2a can be constructed, since there is
no four-point vertex containing the fields H, ~ and d (note that ~b only propagates in q~
and c into ~.) The topologies in Figs. 2b and 2c, being products of one-loop topologies,
give the same contributions in DReG as in DReD, hence they do not contribute to a.
We are thus left with the topologies in Figs. 2d-2f.
Since one-loop subdiagrams give the same contributions in DReG as in DReD, we
only need to consider the overall divergent parts of the two-loop diagrams. Since the
diagrams are only logarithmically divergent by power counting, we may set the external
momentum pU and the mass m equal to zero in the numerators (except, of course, of
the overall factor m). Because every epsiion in the propagator and in the three-vertex
of the gauge field A~ reduces the overall degree of divergence by one unit, the overall
divergent part of every diagram is epsilon-independent. All this gives for the overall
divergent part of every diagram an expression of the form
dak

ddq

N(k,q)

(277")d (27r) d D ( k , q , p , m )
The numerator N ( k , q) always contains a trace over a fermion loop. This is obvious
for those diagrams in which H couples to fermions. The only vertex where H does not
couple to fermions is the vertex H~oc, but in this case ~ propagates into w and now w
couples to fermions. In fact, no two-loop diagram with this structure can be constructed.
As far as the diagrams with internal gauge lines are concerned, they only occur in
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topology 4e and closer inspection reveals that their contributions separately cancel.
Anyhow, even if they had not cancelled, one could have decomposed the propagator
Au~(p) into a covariant part Du~(p) and an evanescent part Ru~(p). The latter part
yields an evanescent contribution which is finite by power counting and hence vanishes.
Thus the contributions of both DReG and DReD are the same except for the trace over
the fermions. The trace of a sum of products of ¢~ and ~ can always be written as
d-dimensional scalar products k 2, kq and q2 times an overall trace of the unit matrix.
Since this trace is different in DReG and DReD, after summing over diagrams, a can
be written as

OL= (trDReGI _ trDReD1) /

ddk

ddq

f ( k2,kq, q2)

(27r) d (27r) d D r ( k , q , p , m ) '

where f ( k 2, kq, q2) is a polynomial of its arguments. Since we have already shown that
the theory is finite, the integral is finite and therefore the difference due to the trace
vanishes in the limit d ~ 3. Hence a = 0.

6. Further c o m m e n t s

We conclude with a few comments.
( 1 ) The equality of the two effective actions considered in this paper is not explained
by the standard theorems of renormalizable quantum field theory. One possible explanation might be that there exists a third, as yet unknown, symmetry of the model. Another
explanation might be that the existing theorems of local quantum field theory [6,7]
concerning the difference between two renormalized expressions for the same Green
function computed in two different renormalization schemes can be sharpened for finite
models which are superrenormalizable by power counting and which have symmetries.
(2) For the purely bosonic theory, it has been claimed without proof that since the
theory is superrenormalizable, subtleties due to the epsiion tensor should not matter
[ 14]. This can easily be proved for both the bosonic and the supersymmetric theories.
Clearly, such subtleties may only arise from superficially divergent graphs. At one loop,
since there are no 1PI graphs with & = 2 containing internal gauge lines nor three-gauge
vertices, and since every epsilon occurring in a 1PI graph decreases the UV superficial
degree of divergence of the graph by one unit, only 1PI graphs with & = 1 may produce
epsilon ambiguities. The ambiguities, if any, will be linear in Ez'~p and independent of
the external momenta, since they must depend polynomially on the external momenta
and arise from Feynman integrals that are logarithmically divergent. It is very easy to
see that, out of just one E~'~Pand nothing else, no Lorentz invariant can be constructed
for the 1PI Green functions in Table 4 that have & = 1 at one loop. Hence, there are no
epsilon ambiguities at one loop. The same arguments show that this is also the case at
two and higher loops. The source of different results for different regularization methods
is not actually the epsilon, but the parity-even sector of the theory.
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(3) In this article we have considered DReG and DReD, but one can also consider
a covariantized DReG method based on the naively covariantized n-dimensional propagator D w , ( p ) in Eq. (3.4). For the purely bosonic theory it has been shown that this
'covariantized' DReG gives the same effective action as DReG [3]. A straightforward
generalization of the arguments given there shows that this is also the case for the
supersymmetric case we have considered here.
(4) Our analysis relies on the fact that our three-dimensional model is superrenormalizable by power counting and finite. There exist several one, two [ 15] and all-loop [ 16]
finite supersymmetric models in four dimensions, and N = 4 Yang-Mills theory is also
finite to all loop orders. It would be interesting to apply the methods developed in this
paper to these models. A hint that also for these models under certain conditions DReG
and DReD could give the same results is provided by the one-loop analysis of N = 1
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions in Ref. [ 17]. Note, however, that
in this reference a non-supersymmetric gauge was used.
(5) In addition to Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons models, there exist Einstein-ChernSimons models (topologically massive gravity) [18,19]. Perhaps our methods can be
applied in these cases [20].
(6) Our analysis used component graphs and not supergraphs because we needed
DReG to prove finiteness and DReG cannot be formulated for superfields. In fact, since
the classical Yang-Mills and Chern-Simons actions contain many terms when written
in terms of the spinor connection /',~ [see Eqs. (2.2, (2.3)], using supergraphs is not
that advantageous. Also note that there are no non-renormalization theorems in three
dimensions because there are no chiral superfields.
(7) Chern-Simons theory by itself has the problem that there exists no propagator in
n ~> 3 dimensions for the gauge field, even for a non-vanishing gauge-fixing parameter
[21]. Hence, tbr this model, DReG cannot be formulated in a manifestly BRS invariant
way. One way to overcome this is to add to the Chern-Simons action the Yang-Mills
term [3,21] or any other gauge-invariant parity-even term [22]. Conversely, starting
with Yang-Mills theory, one encounters IR divergences on shell. A way to regularize
these divergences is to add a Chern-Simons term to the Yang-Mills action [23]. Hence
in both cases we end up with Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theory.
(8) There exist other studies in the literature concerning finiteness of pure ChernSimons theory [24]. They use a particular symmetry of the gauge-fixed action in the
Landau gauge called 'vector supersymmetry', which has nothing to do with the ordinary
supersymmetry we have discussed. These articles use abstract cohomology arguments
and do not discuss regularization, nor they include in the classical action a Yang-Mills
term. A cohomological study of N = 2 Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theory in a nonsupersymmetric gauge has been performed in Ref. [25], where renormalizability is
proven and where, exploiting the fact that the theory has extended supersymmetry, it is
shown that radiative corrections to m are finite, making no statement about those to g.
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